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Proximodistal leg regeneration in Carausius morosus: growth,

intercalation and proximalization
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Villeneuve d'Ascq Cedex, France

Summary

The proximodistal epidermal organization of the re-
generated insect leg has been studied by grafting
between corresponding and noncorresponding levels
of the pro- and metathoracic femur and tibia. The
results have been studied quantitatively (growth rates
of the associated parts and of unsegmented intercalary
structures) and qualitatively (nature, length, polarity
of intercalary structures). In grafts between equival-
ent levels, no intercalary structure is formed, but a
differential growth has been observed, the distal one
fifth of segments growing about 1-5 to 2 times more
than the proximal one. In grafts between different
levels, unsegmented intercalary structures are formed
from the distal part which thereby acquires proximal

characteristics (proximalization). However, distal
tibial cells do not form femur in this process under an
hypothetical femoral influence: there is no 'domi-
nance' of femur over tibia. Some segmented interca-
lary structures have also been observed, but their
formation cannot be related clearly to differences in
the healing process. To explain proximalization, an
hypothesis is presented suggesting that distal cells,
which grow faster, would be the first to enter a period
when positional value becomes labile and would then
adapt to the proximal cells' value.

Key words: insect regeneration, leg growth, proximodistal
intercalation, proximalization.

Introduction

Studies of cellular differentiation along the proximo-
distal axis in the larval legs of cockroaches led Bohn
(1966, 1970a, 1971) to conclude that there is a
gradient of differentiation repeated in the successive
segments (segmental gradient). Grafting together the
same levels of different segments such as femur and
tibia does not trigger any morphogenesis, while, on
the contrary, association of different levels of the
same segment or of different segments promotes a
morphogenesis whose characteristics are as follows.

(1) Following removal of tissue, a shortened seg-
ment recovers its normal length after two moults.

(2) The intercalary regenerate is polarized proxi-
modistally in accordance with the initial positions of
proximal and distal levels. In particular, when a
proximal level is grafted onto a distal one, the
intercalary regenerate has a polarity which is reversed
when compared to the rest of the leg.

(3) The intercalary regenerate is derived in most
cases from the epidermis of the distal level and, in
contravention of the general rule of distal transform-
ation (distalization) prevailing in regeneration follow-
ing an amputation, forms structures more proximal
than its level of origin (proximalization - Bohn,
1970a fi, 1971, 1976).

Experiments similar to those of Bohn have been
performed in other Blattidae (Bulliere, 1970, 1971;
Bulliere & Sengel, 1970a,b; French, 1976). The re-
sults mainly agree with Bohn's but in most cases
proximalization could not be directly demonstrated.
To explain proximalization, Bulliere proposed an
interpretation based on the idea of dominance. For
any segment (e.g. femur) that dominated a more
distal one (e.g. tibia), its cells could impose to the
others, not only a polarity, but also a segmental
determination (e.g. femoral cells could transform
tibial cells into femoral ones). In Hemiptera, Shaw &
Bryant (1975) also obtained intercalary regenerates.
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Although they had no means of determining which
part of a segment this intercalary regenerate rep-
resented, they concluded that 'each level in the
appendage has the developmental capacity to pro-
duce only more distal structures'. In larval legs of the
phasmid Carausius morosus, our results (Bart, 1972)
partially agree with Bohn's results. However, interca-
lary structures are always much shorter than the
missing part of a segmental gradient and we could not
observe an overt proximalization of the distal epider-
mis.

Considering all these facts and different interpret-
ations, we studied intercalary regeneration in regen-
erating legs of Carausius. They have convenient
features that enhance operation success and they
grow considerably through larval life. Therefore, we
hoped that intercalary structures would be large
enough to show if proximalization and dominance
occur. Besides qualitative and quantitative studies on
these structures we have also studied, as controls, the
normal growth of parts of the femur and tibia. Our
results show that: (1) the normal growth rate of a
distal part of a segment is greater than that of a

proximal part; (2) in intercalary regeneration, proxi-
malization, usually, occurs within the distal part;
(3) femoral tissues do not exert a dominance (in the
sense of Bulliere) over tibial ones.

Together, these results suggest a model for proxi-
malization.

Materials and methods

Because prothoracic (LI) and metathoracic (L3) legs differ
in morphology, length of segments, pigmentation, setae
and cuticular details in femur (F) (Figs 1, 2) and tibia (T),
we used these two legs in the experiments. Grafts were
usually made by exchanging parts of segments between
ipsilateral regenerates of LI and L3 (Figs 3, 4) of the same
animal in the second larval instar (sometimes in the third
one) during the first 2-3 days of the stage. In every case, the
anteroposterior and dorsoventral axes were in register at
the level of grafting. Considering a segment base as level 0
and the apex as level 100, sections were made at three main
levels located, respectively, at about 15-20%, 50% and
80-85 % of the segment length. For convenience, these

Figs 1-12. Proximodistal polarity of legs is from left to
right (as indicated by black arrows in 8 and 11B), except
in 9 and 10 where it is from up to down. Bars, 2 mm
except in Figs 3 and 4, 0-5 mm. F, femur; T, tibia;
1, prothoracic; 3, metathoracic.
Fig. 1. Anterior view of normal prothoracic femur with
tibia base. Proximal femur is red and dorsal ridges
(arrow) are pronounced.
Fig. 2. Anterior view of normal metathoracic femur and
tibia base.
Figs 3, 4. Prothoracic (3) and metathoracic (4) leg
regenerates as they appear at the beginning of the second
larval instar after an autotomy performed during the first
2 days of the first instar. For the femur and tibia, the
differences are very minor. The prothoracic femur is
simply a little longer than prothoracic tibia, metathoracic
femur and tibia which all three have nearly the same
length.
Fig. 5. Adult legs resulting from F1P-F3P and F3P-F1P
grafts in the same animal. Exchanges were performed at
stage 2 at about the one fifth proximal level. The initial
proximal one fifth of each femur has grown less than the
rest and is about one tenth of the total leg length.
Fig. 6. Adult leg resulting from F3P-F1D graft. Initially
of about the same length, the two parts have grown very
differently. Moreover, close to F3 stump, the Fl part
shows red pigmentation typical of proximal Fl (large
arrow). The small arrows indicate the boundary between
trochanter and femur F3 (autotomy level).
Fig. 7. Adult leg resulting from T3P-F1D graft. The Fl
part has grown considerably and, close to T3, displays an
overtly proximalized part (arrow).
Fig. 8. T3P-F1D graft. Here, proximally, Fl has

regenerated a structure (between white arrows) with
reversed polarity indicated by black arrowheads. It
comprises a femoral apex, a femorotibial joint
(arrowhead) and a tibia base. At the junction level with
the T3 stump, ventrally, a small supernumerary structure
has developed.
Fig. 9. T3P-T1D graft; resulting adult leg. The junction
level is revealed by pigmentation differences (arrow).
T1D, initially of the same length as T3P, has grown about
four times as much as T3P. Presumably, a
proximalization has occurred within T1D.
Fig. 10. F1P-T3D graft; result at stage 6. The length
difference between Fl and T3 (between arrows) parts is
less than in T3P-T1D (Fig. 9) shown in stage 7.
However, T3 has grown to an abnormal extent.
Fig. 11. F1D-T3P. An intercalary structure (IS, between
arrowheads), with reversed proximodistal polarity (black
arrowheads directed toward left in B) has grown between
Fl and T3. (A) Anterior view. The pigmentation and
setae are femoral and, close to T3, proximal
differentiation is indicated by red pigmentation:
proximalization has occurred in Fl (arrow). (B) Posterior
view. A partial, discontinuous dorsal ridge (small white
arrows) is present close to Fl with normal polarity. The
proximalized part, close to T3 is incompletely
differentiated with no setae or ridges.
Fig. 12. F1D-T3P. Three resulting adult legs to show
variability. (A,B) Intercalary structures are femoral ones
(F) and have nearly same length, but A shows a well-
pigmented proximal region whereas B is very lightly
coloured close to T3. (C) The intercalary structure is
essentially tibial (T). However, Fl in this case has
regenerated a small partial apex (arrowhead) with a piece
of articular membrane (not visible here).
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levels will simply be called proximal (P), mid (M) and distal
(D) levels. The levels of section were measured with an
eyepiece graticule with reference to the details shown in
Fig. 13. Growth rates were calculated for each part of an
association as ratios of the lengths in successive stages. A
mean growth rate with standard deviation was established
for each animal of each experimental series for periods of
two to five consecutive stages. Statistical comparisons of
growth rates were made using the Student's t test. Accord-
ing to the concept of the segmental gradient, the associ-
ations fall into two groups: those assumed to have no
discontinuity, which serve as controls, and those with a
discontinuity. For simplicity, the different associations will
be described in terms of the host-graft junctions. For
instance, an association between a proximal level (P) of the
metathoracic (3) femur (F) as stump and a distal level (D)
of the prothoracic (1) tibia (T) as graft will be named:
F3P-T1D.

Fig. 13. (A) Leg regenerate in second larval instar
before a grafting operation. Measurements in the femur
(F) and tibia (T) were taken between arrows in the
middle of the anterior or posterior sides. (B) Composite
segment resulting from a control graft at proximal femur
level. In cases with an irregular boundary, measurements
were taken with respect to a line joining ventral and
dorsal extremities of the boundary, d, dorsal; v, ventral.

Results

(A) Growth of whole femur and tibia of normal
regenerates

Mean growth rates of regenerate segments following
leg autotomy performed either at the beginning of the
first or of the second larval instar are shown in Table 1
(growth between successive instars) and in Fig. 14
(cumulative growth).

For leg 1, the tibia grows more than the femur and
differences in growth rate are generally significant or
highly significant. For leg 3, the tibia grows a little
more than the femur, but a significant difference is
seen only between stages 2 and 3 (autotomy in stage
1) or 3 and 4 (autotomy in stage 2).

The growth rates are similar after an autotomy
performed either in stage 1 or in stage 2 although
values are higher in the latter case. Comparison
between the growth of femurs 1 and 3 between stages
2 and 4 or between stages 2 and 6, shows no
significant difference, and this is also true for tibias
(although tibia 1 grows a little more than tibia 3).

(B) Associations with no discontinuity

(1) Growth of femoral parts (associations F1—F3)
Six series of grafts were performed: F1P-F3P,
F3P-F1P (Fig. 5), F1M-F3M, F3M-F1M, F1D-
F3D, F3D-F1D. Mean growth rates between stages 2
and 4 and stages 2 and 6 were calculated for the
proximal and the distal parts which had each been
associated with a complementary part of the other
leg. We also evaluated the combined growth of the
sum of these two parts and compared it to the growth
of the whole segment. In all cases, the total mean
growth of the two parts does not differ significantly
from that of a normal femur (Fig. 15), and the distal
part always grows more than the proximal one and

Table 1. Mean growth rates (GR) and standard deviation (S.D.) of femurs (F) and tibias (T) of prothoracic (1)
and metathoracic (3) legs regenerated between consecutive stages

Grafts

Autolomy in SI
Fl
Tl
F3
T3

Autotomy in S2
Fl
Tl
F3
T3

The number of

GR

2-87
3-31
3-02
3-29

measurec

2-3

S.D.

0-22 (9)
0-26 (9)
0-23 (9)
0-29 (9)

GR

1-62
1-68
1-61
1-62

319
3-55
3-16
3-41

1 cases is indicated in

3-4

S.D.

0-06 (9)
0-06 (9)
008 (10)
009 (9)

0-35 (10)
0-32 (10)
015 (9)
016(9)

parentheses.

GR

1-42
1-47
1-41
1-43

1-65
1-72
1-63
1-65

4-5

S.D.

004 (9)
003 (9)
0-03 (10)
004 (9)

005 (10)
008 (10)
006 (9)
007 (9)

GR

1-32
1-35
1-34
1-36

1 -41
1-43
1-38
1-40

5-6

S.D.

0-02 (9)
0-02 (9)
002 (10)
0-03 (9)

005 (9)
003 (9)
003 (9)
003 (9)

GR

1-37
1-45
1-41
1-40

1-42
1-51
1-47
1-47

6-7

S.D

005 (8)
005 (8)
0-03 (8)
006 (8)

004 (8)
005 (8)
003 (7)
003 (7)
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differences, clear at stage 4, are significant by stage 6
(Fig. 16). For instance, the growth of the distal half of
both femurs is about 1-5 times that of the correspond-
ing proximal half (Figs 16, 17A) and furthermore, the
distal one fifth grows about two times more than the
proximal fifth.

(2) Growth of tibialparts (associations T1-T3)
The results (Table 2) are very similar to those
obtained for femurs. The distal half grows more than
the proximal half (Fig. 17B) and there is a highly
significant difference in growth between the proximal
one fifth and the distal one fifth. The total growth of
proximal and distal parts does not differ significantly
from the growth of the normal segment except in the
case of associations performed at the proximal level.
In this case, the separated parts of LI have a
significantly greater growth. For an unknown reason,
the animals of this series show an abnormal growth,
the mean growth of their femurs (not operated) being
significantly greater than the growth of femurs of
control animals.

(3) Growth in F- T associations

Associations were performed on the leg 1 regenerate
by cutting at a proximal level in femur and tibia and
grafting the distal part of tibia onto proximal part of
femur. Healing was generally very good and, in most
cases, no morphogenesis occurred between the as-
sociated parts. Growth rates were calculated between
stages 4 and 7 and compared with those of equivalent
parts of femur and tibia in the previous experiments
(Fig. 18). No significant differences were found.

3-7

Fig. 14. Growth rates (on ordinate) with standard
deviation (bar) of whole femurs (F) and tibias (T) of
prothoracic (1) and metathoracic (3) legs from stage 2
(A) or 3 (B) until the adult stage (7). These rates are
shown after 1 (2-3, 3-4) or 2 (2-4, 3-5) etc. moults.

200

100

a b e d

200

100

Fig. 15. (A) Comparison of growth rates between stages
2 and 6 of normal Fl (a) and of the sum of proximal and
distal parts of Fl following exchanges with F3 at the same
proximal (b), mid (c) or distal (d) levels. Growth rates
are calculated relative to that of the normal Fl (= 100 %
on ordinate). No difference is significant. (B) Same
companson for F3.

In summary, the results for femur and tibia are
very consistent: the distal half apparently has a
greater growth rate than the proximal one.

(C) Associations with discontinuity

(1) Stump level, proximal (F or T); graft level,
distal F

Two different series were performed: FP-FD,
T3P-F1D (Fig. 19).

(a) Growth and differentiation of the graft.
(i) FP-FD grafts. From 58 successful grafts, 14

were lost at the first postoperative moult (stage 3) and
16 additional ones at the second moult (stage 4). The
junction between stump and graft was usually nar-
row, poorly differentiated and easily broken. At stage
3, the graft was sometimes a little longer than the
stump and the proximal one quarter to one third of its
length had an unpigmented epidermis and no ridges.
At stage 4, the length of this part was about two fifths
of the graft length which was now clearly greater than
the stump length (Fig. 19). Later in development, in
this zone, femoral ridges were regularly present
anterodorsally and posterodorsally and sometimes
along the ventral side but, except in 2 out of 15 cases,
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A 2-4

200

100

2-6

P D

100

B 2-4

1

1

100

P D

C 2-4

300

200

100

P D

2-6

1

P D

200

100 •

2-6

D D

Fig. 16. Growth rates of the two parts of Fl between
stages 2 and 4 (2-4) and stages 2 and 6 (2-6) following
exchange at the same level with F3. The proximal part
(P) serves as reference (100%). D, distal part. Exchanges
at (A): proximal level, (B): mid level, (C): distal level.
Differences are significant at the 1 % level.

not anteroventrally or posteroventrally, where they
are very pronounced on a normal femur.

Growth of this graft was studied between stages 2
and 4, 4 and 6, and for some cases between 3 and 7 or
4 and 7. Compared to FID grafted onto F3D, these
grafts showed significantly greater growth (Fig. 19).
Moreover, in seven cases of F3P-F1D grafts which
developed up to stage 7, the anterior part of the graft,
close to the stump, had red pigmentation as in the
normal proximal Fl (Fig. 6). This red part, represent-
ing a proximalization, extended over 10-28 % of the
grafted F l , whereas on an Fl regenerate it occupies
40-50 % of the length. Even when one adds the
length of the F3 stump, which represented about
10 % of a F3 regenerate in S7, to this 10-28 %, we get
a value less than the 40-50%.

(ii) T3P-F1D grafts. In 31 out of 45 successful
grafts, no segmented structures formed at the junc-
tion level and the grafted femur developed similarly
(Fig. 19) to those in the previous series (FP-FD). In
the seven cases that reached the adult stage, it
displayed a red pigmentation in its proximal part and
formed dorsal ridges (Fig. 7). The length of the red
part varied between 5 % and 25 % of the femoral
length with no clear correlation with the tibial stump
length.

(b) Growth and differentiation of the stump. Both the
femur and tibia stumps usually had greater growth
(Fig. 20) than in the previous series where they were
associated with a proximal level. However, there is
no morphological character or pigmentation which
could demonstrate some distalization.

(c) Segmented structures. Without any clear abnor-
mality of healing just after grafting, joints and/or
segmented structures may form at the junction level
from the graft, graft and stump or only from the
stump.

(1) Joint structures formed from the graft. This pro-
duces a proximally directed structure which consists
of a femoral apex and articular membrane (one case,
series F3P-F1D) or of a femoral apex and a tibial
base (six cases, series T3P-F1D) which heals with the
tibial stump. In two cases of this last series, there was
a small spike located ventrally at the level of the
junction (Fig. 8).

(ii) Jointed structures formed from the graft and
stump. This occurs in one case of the F3P—FID
series, but only in the posteroventral position where
F3P forms a long piece of femur with an apex and
FID regenerates an apex with articular membrane. In
the T3P-F1D series, stump and graft both form tibia
and some tarsal segments.

(iii) Independent regulation of the stump. In one
case in each of the two series, the stump completed a
femur (F3P-F1D) or a tibia (T3P-F1D) without any
morphogenesis in the graft.

(2) Stump level, proximal (F or T); graft level,
distal T

Four different series were performed: F1P-T3D,
F3P-T1D, T1P-T3D, T3P-T1D. Formation of an
articulated junction is not unfrequent (e.g. 9 out of 47
initial cases in FP-TD associations). However, we
shall consider here only the cases where the junction
did not form an articular membrane. The main results
are that the stump, frequently (F1P, F3P, TIP), grew
more than in grafts with no discontinuity (Fig. 21) and
that the distal graft in every case grew much more
than the stump (Figs 9, 10 and Fig. 22).
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Table 2. Exchanges at the same level between tibias 1 and 3

Legl
Exchanges at

P Level
M Level
D Level
Control: no

exchange

Leg 3
Exchanges at

P Level
M Level
D Level
Control: no

exchange

Proximal part

GR

6-25
9-82

11-58

6-48
9-07
9-86

Mean growth rates GR,
sum between stages 2 and

(a)

S.D.

0-77 (8)
0-98 (9)
1-26(9)

1-16(9)
0-71 (10)
1-18(12)

Distal part

GR

14-02
12-27
12-28

11-70
11-19
11-58

standard deviation S.D.
6. Growth rat(

(b)

S.D.

1-08(8)
1-48(10)
2-48(11)

0-99 (9)
0-84 (8)
2-55 (9)

and (number

Oi ffp rp n CP

(a)-(b)

XX

XX

0

XX

XX

0

of cases) for

Proximal + distal
parts

GR

12-74
10-80
11-92

10-74
10-14
9-90

each of the
: differences: 0, not significant; x, significant; or

i(c)

S.D.

0-99 (8)
0-92 (9)
1-40 (9)

0-70 (9)
0-60 (8)
0-81 (9)

two parts,
xx, highly

Normal tibia

(d)

GR S.D.

10-84 1-25 (9)

10-21 1-70(8)

proximal and distal, and
significant.

(c)-(d)

Q
0

0
0
0

of their

F1P-F3P

(A)

Fl:2-210-35*(10)

F1.-2-34 0-32* (10)

F1P-T1P

(B)

Tl:3-18 0-21* (10)

Tl:3-31 0-27* (11)

Fig. 17. Adult legs resulting from exchange, in stage 2, at
mid level. (A) between Fl and F3 leg regenerates, (B)
between Tl and T3 leg regenerates. Differences in
morphology and pigmentation mark the boundaries
between legs 1 and 3 (arrowhead). Clearly, in each case,
the distal half has more grown than the proximal one.
Proximodistal polarity: left to right. Bar, 2mm.

(3) Stump level, distal (F or T); graft level,
proximal (F or T)

(a) FD-TP grafts. 81 cases were studied, most of
them F1D-T3P grafts. In nearly all cases, an interca-
lary structure appeared with reversed polarity. The

T3P-T1P

Fig. 18. F-T proximal level associations. (A) Fl
proximal one fifth growth rates between stages 4 and 7 in
F1P-F3P grafts (control) and F1P-T1P grafts. (B) Tl
distal four fifths growth rates between stages 4 and 7 in
T3P-T1P grafts (control) and F1P-T1P grafts. In each
case, growth rate, standard deviation* and (number of
cases) are indicated. Differences in (A) or (B) are not
significant.
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F3P-F1D

77

T3P-F1D

. 3-73 0-80* (8)
FlD:4-6:'

^ 2-17 0-30* (10)

I
F3D-F1D

I
,5-67 1-14* (9)FID: 3-7:

\ 9-37 211* (7)

(A)

(B)

F3P-F1D

F3 Fl
Stage 5

Fig. 19. Growth of Fl distal one fifth. (A) Comparison of
growth rates in cases of no discontinuity (a,b, F3D-F1D
grafts) and of discontinuity (c, F3P-F1D grafts; d,
T3P-F1D grafts) between stage 4 and 6 or 3 and 7. In
each case, growth rate, standard deviation* and (number
of cases) are indicated. Differences between b and c, and
between a and d, are highly significant. (B) Appearance
of an F3P-F1D graft at stages 4 and 5 following an
association performed at stage 2. At stage 4, the Fl part
is already clearly longer than the F3 one and this is
accentuated at stage 5. At stage 4, the arrowhead points
to the anterior (a)-ventral (v) ridge which is missing from
the proximal part of Fl. This part is also poorly
pigmented and has no setae. At stage 5, this proximal
part is still poorly differentiated. The arrow indicates the
proximal end of the ventral ridge which has developed
proximalwards and bears setae. In the T3P-F1D graft,
FID behaves similarly.

differentiation of the intercalary structure was not
complete at the second postoperative moult. Close to
the proximal end of the tibia, it bore a thin, glistening
cuticle on about one quarter of its length. On the
ventral side, setae were present in some cases after
the third postoperative moult (fifth larval instar) but
some intercalary structures still had no setae in the
adult.

The intercalary regenerate usually exhibits clear
femoral characters such as dorsal and ventral ridges
or parts of ridges differentiated close to the femoral

til
F3P:

2-80-0-41 (9)

2-35-0-35 (6)
(A)

a
F3P-F1P

T3P-F1D

T3P:
2-53-0-38 (3)

2-23-0-21 (9)
I

(B)

...1
T3P-T1P

Fig. 20. (A) Comparison of proximal F3 growth rates in
cases of no discontinuity; F3P-F1P grafts, and of
discontinuity, F3P-F1D grafts. There is a significant
difference (at the 1 % level) in growth rate between the
two classes of experiments. (B) Comparison of proximal
T3 growth rates in T3P-T1P grafts (no discontinuity) and
T3P-F1D grafts (discontinuity). There is no significant
difference. Figures show growth rates (between stages 4
and 7), standard deviations * and (number of cases).

stump, bearing femoral setae and symmetrical with
the femoral ridges. However, in most of F1D-T3P
cases, no clear anterodorsal ridge is found. In this last
series, on the anterior side, close to the grafted tibia,
the intercalary structure has a red spot or patch (Fig.
11A). The pigmentation is more or less pronounced
and its extent varies greatly, without any clear re-
lationship with the total length of the intercalary
structure (Fig. 12A,B). In other associations such as
F3D-T1P, the intercalary structures never display
prothoracic features. The mean initial discontinuity
corresponds to about 60% of a segment length, but
this large difference of levels triggers the formation of
only a rather short structure. It is femoral in nature
and its length expressed relative to the femoral stump
rarely reaches 40 % and usually has a value of only
25%. In 21 cases, regeneration, usually from the
femur, tends to complete an apex with an articular
membrane. It develops rather slowly, only becoming
clear after the third postoperative moult. In one case,
the femorotibial joint was completely regenerated,
but it usually only forms joint structures on a part of
the circumference, the rest exhibiting a reversed
intercalary structure. In three other cases, the
reversed intercalary structure associated with the
partial femoral apex is tibial (Fig. 12C). Besides these
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100

(A): Fl Proximal one fifth

I r - 1

100

(B): Tl Proximal one fifth
I

Fig. 21. Comparison of growth rates of (A) proximal Fl
one fifth between stages 4 and 7 in the following
associations: a, F1P-F3P (9 cases, no discontinuity);
b, F1P-T1P (10 cases, no discontinuity); c, F1P-F3D (5
cases, discontinuity); d, F1P-T3D (6 cases,
discontinuity). Differences are not significant between a
and b or between c and d, but c and d both differ
significantly from a and b (at the level of 5 %).
(B) Proximal Tl one fifth between stages 4 and 6, in case
of no discontinuity (a, T1P-T3P; 10 cases) and of
discontinuity (b, T1P-T3D grafts; 6 cases). Difference is
highly significant.

200

100

I

Fig. 22. Growth rates between stages 4 and 7 of the
distal Tl one fifth in a, T3D-T1D grafts (10 cases): no
discontinuity; b, T3P-T1D grafts (5 cases) and c,
F3P-T1D (5 cases): discontinuity, b and c do not differ
significantly but both differ significantly from a.

three cases, we frequently observe patches of
reversed setae in the base of the grafted tibia, usually
on the dorsal side.

(b) TD-FP grafts. Two types of associations have
been performed: T3D-F1P (Fig. 23) and T1D-F3P.

Fig. 23. Results of T3D-F1P grafts. Normal
proximodistal polarity is from left to right. Arrowhead,
ventral junction level; arrow, dorsal level in T3 where the
proximodistal polarity reversal occurs. The intercalary
structure (IS) is located between arrowhead and arrow.
Bar, 0-5 mm except in C, 2 mm. (A) Appearance of the
association at stage 2. (B) Intercalary structure at stage 3.
(C) Intercalary structure at stage 6. (D) Enlargement of
C. Setae of the intercalary structure are typically tibial
ones and have reversed polarity.

An intercalary structure with reversed polarity devel-
oped progressively in all the successful cases (seven in
stage 5 after three postoperative moults, three in
stage 6 and one in the adult stage). Clearly it was of
the tibial stump type and was about one third as long
as this stump (Fig. 23).

(4) Stump level, mid femur; graft level, proximal
tibia (i.e. FM-TP grafts)

Three autografts were performed in second instar
animals and eight homografts were performed be-
tween legs 1 and 3 using femoral stump in stage 2 and
tibial grafts from animals in stage 3. In the latter
cases, the parts have nearly the same diameter and
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Fig. 24. Results in S7 (adult) of FM-TP grafts performed
at stage 2. A femoral intercalary structure (between
arrows) with reversed polarity (as indicated by setae on
the edge of ridges in A) has been formed at the junction
level. (A) F1M-T1P. Posterior view. Notice that tibial
ridges converge posterodorsally (black arrowhead). The
intercalary structure seems essentially to be a mirror
image of the distal femoral stump part. (B) F3M-T1P.
Anterior view. Bar, 2 mm.

heal more readily. The difference in levels was about
30%; an intercalary morphogenesis always occurred
and was studied until the adult stage. In one case, the
femur formed a small outgrowth on the anterior side
but this did not differentiate a femoral apex. On this
side, the tibia formed a structure with reversed
orientation. In the ten other cases, the intercalary
structure was always femoral. Only three cases had an
Fl stump and in none of them did the intercalary
structure show an overt proximalization: it looked
like a mirror image of the most distal part of the
femoral stump (Fig. 24). The length of the intercalary
structure was calculated as a percentage of the
normally orientated femoral stump and it varied
between 30 and 40%.

Discussion

We shall discuss the cases with no segmental disconti-
nuity, followed by the main characteristics of interca-
lary morphogenesis and the occurrence of proxi-
malization and so-called 'dominance'. Then we shall
propose an hypothesis to account for the results.

(A) Associations with no segmental discontinuity
The respective participations of the associated parts
(LI and L3) are very clear and apparently the distal

parts have a greater relative growth than proximal
parts. However, temporarily during the first postop-
erative intermoult, the boundary is unclear as the
healing zone has a smooth undifferentiated cuticle.
Could some transdetermination in this region trans-
form the more proximal cells of leg 1 (or 3) into cells
of leg 3 (or 1)? This seems unlikely as transdetermi-
nation, which occurs in Carausius when regeneration
proceeds from the two basal antenna segments, has
never been observed in legs, in regeneration or in
supernumerary formation (Bart, 1971). So we con-
sider that the boundary at the time of healing is
maintained in later stages.

There is, of course, some imprecision when two
'identical' levels of different femurs or of femur and
tibia are associated. Level can be estimated to about
5 %. In the case of discontinuity with some positional
values missing, there could be a morphogenesis in the
distal part. This could explain a slightly greater
growth of this part but could not account for the great
difference between growth rates. In the case of
discontinuity with overlap of positional values, since
the distal part base is slightly more proximal than the
proximal part apex, a small intercalary regenerate
with reversed polarity could appear. In no case have
such regenerates been observed. From this obser-
vation, and also from the fact that there is no
significant difference between growth of the sum of
the two parts and the growth of an unoperated
segment, we conclude that the observed differences
in proximal and distal parts growth rates indicate that
the distal part of a segment always grows more than
the proximal ones.

Growth of whole segments of normal legs (Blatella
germanica: Tanaka et al. 1986) or of leg regenerates
{Carausius morosus: Voy, 1952) has been studied, but
growth of parts of segments has not really been
investigated in studies on proximodistal intercalary
regeneration. For instance, Bohn (1970) established a
growth rate for femur and tibia and, for associations
of parts of femur and tibia of pro-, meso, and
metathoracic legs, with discontinuities, he assumed
that each of these parts had the same growth rate as
the corresponding whole segment. Bulliere & Bul-
liere (1985) consider their results in the same way. As
Bohn and Bulliere did not perform the same exper-
iments as ours, it remains to be shown whether there
are differences between Carausius and cockroaches in
the way in which growth proceeds within segments
such as femur and tibia.

(B) Intercalary morphogenesis

In the case of discontinuity in the segmental organiz-
ation, we observed the formation of two kinds of
structures, segmented and unsegmented.
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(1) Segmented structures
They were observed in the following series; FP-FD,
TP-FD and FD-TP, on a part or on the whole
circumference. Such structures have already been
seen following grafts on larval legs, even those with
no discontinuity. They have been considered as
consequences of healing difficulties, simply due to the
operation itself (Bohn, 19706; Bulliere, 1971) or
provoked by an apolysis occurring in the graft, close
to the junction (French, 1976). In our experimental
conditions, apart from difficulty of healing, as the
operations involved the distal femoral part close to
the ventral articular femorotibial membrane, necrosis
could have caused this membrane to be involved in
the healing process, triggering the regeneration of a
complete joint. Alternatively, the reconstruction of
an articulation may be a normal result of confronting
the extreme ends of a segment, as proposed by
Wright & Lawrence (1981a,b) for intersegmental
membrane reconstitution in abdominal segments of
Oncopeltus, and by French (1980) for leg articulation
reconstitution in cockroaches. It is clear that further
experiments are necessary, particularly in order to
see if the results are related to the moult cycle as
proposed by Mittenthal & Trevarrow (1983).

(2) Unsegmented structures
(a) Growth and length. When a distal (or a mid) level
stump receives a proximal level graft, an intercalary
structure, with reversed polarity is visible as early as
the first postoperative moult and its boundaries are
clearly defined. In the other type of discontinuity,
where a proximal level stump is associated to a distal
level graft, an intercalary structure can develop with
the same polarity as both graft and stump. As the
grafted distal part grows in its normal location about
twice as much as a proximal part, in order to conclude
that an intercalary structure has formed, a careful
quantitative comparison of growth in the two situ-
ations is necessary. We find that, in the different cases
FP-FD, TP-FD, FP-TD, TP-TD, the distal part
always grows significantly more than normal (and, in
most cases, the differences are highly significant).
Near the junction, it presents a zone which shows
little differentiation during about three postoperative
moults and resembles a normal regenerate developed
after one moult. This zone seems to be a persisting
growth zone which progressively lengthens the in-
tercalary structure to re-establish approximate conti-
nuity of positional values. So, considering the devel-
opment of the whole intercalary structure with
reversed polarity, or of a distal part in the case of a
proximal level stump, differentiation proceeds disto-
proximally as indicated by the different cuticular
features.

Concerning final length of the intercalary structure,
in FP-FD grafts, it appears shorter than expected
(compare Figs 5 and 6): there is considerable growth
in the distal part but, nevertheless, the chimaeric leg
is clearly shorter than a chimaeric leg developed
without an initial discontinuity. Considering the in-
tercalary structure with reversed polarity, in FD-TP
and FM-TP grafts, its mean value is about 30-40 %
of the length of the femoral part. So, intercalated
length is roughly proportional to the initial disconti-
nuity and we can consider that there is a gradient of
proximodistal positional information at least in the
femur. Also, if intercalation restores continuity, it
needs a length (and presumably a number of cells)
less than normally present, particularly in its proximal
part. Therefore, it seems that cells can tolerate some
differences in positional values before an intercal-
ation occurs. This last result is similar to those we
observed with larval legs (Bart, 1972) and differs from
the situation in Blattidae where the discontinuity is
filled by an intercalary structure of almost the
expected length.

(b) Distal level andproximalization. In the adult, the
distal tissue close to the junction presents typical
proximal features: ridges (sometimes) and, most
dramatically, often a red pigmentation. The most
impressive results are seen in TP-FD grafts where, as
Bohn (1976) demonstrated in Blabera craniifer, the
grafted femur forms a part (the proximal femur)
which is more proximal than stump (proximal tibia)
or graft tissue (distal femur). It seems that such a
proximalization also occurs in the FP-TD and
TP-TD grafts where TD grows more than normal,
but does not form recognizable proximal markers.
The proximalized part is usually incompletely differ-
entiated, lacking some ventral ridges. Does this mean
that transverse positional values corresponding to the
ridges are lacking or not expressed? At present, it is
unresolved. We can only emphasize that, unlike
cockroaches (French & Bulliere, 1975), Carausius
does not undergo transverse regeneration after re-
moval of some transverse positional values.

(c) Proximal level. In FP-FD and TP-FD grafts, our
quantitative studies show a slightly greater growth
than normal in the proximal parts and this could
possibly indicate some distal regeneration during
formation of the intercalary structure.

In FD-TP grafts, in some cases, the tibia has
regenerated towards the distal femur to form all or
most of the intercalary structure. Simultaneously, the
femur on a part of its circumference has built a spike
with distal characters and even a small patch of
articular membrane. Regularly, the tibia is associated
with this spike. The most plausible explanation is that
healing difficulty temporarily isolated the two parts.
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(d) Dominance. From results obtained in TP-FD
and TD-FP grafts, Bulliere (1971) and Bulliere &
Bulliere (1985) propose the following explanation:
when two segments interact at the junction they both
contribute cells to the intercalary structure, but the
more proximal one dominates the other. They con-
sider that although cells keep their original pro- or
metathoracic quality, they lose their segment type.
This is respecified, according to the rules of domi-
nance, by cells that remain differentiated in both
stump and graft. However, it must be noticed that
they admit dominance to be incomplete: 'So it is
probable that at the time of graft association of femur
and tibia (different levels or different generatrices)
femur character dominates tibia on most parts of the
intercalary regenerate, but near the tibia, the tibia
character may prevail' (Bulli£re & Bullidre, 1985,
p. 124). Is that actually 'dominance' or simply
unequal participation of graft and stump, each retain-
ing its own character? In Carausius, between proximal
tibia 3 and distal femur 1, a femur-type, intercalary
regenerate is formed with a pigmentation demon-
strating intermediate levels. This is not due to equal
contributions and 'dominance' because the marker is
prothoracic (1), demonstrating that the proximal
levels of the regenerate derive from the original distal
tissue - the graft in some cases (e.g. F3P-FID, Fig. 6)
and the host in others (e.g. F1D-T3P, Fig. 11).
Furthermore, in our FP-TD and TD-FP grafts, the
distal tibial tissue confronted with the femoral proxi-
mal one, gives a tibial intercalary structure. So, for
Carausius femur and tibia, the concept of dominance
of femur over tibia as proposed by Bulliere is obvi-
ously of no value. However, distal level tissue 'domi-
nates' proximal tissue in building the intercalary
structure.

(C) Hypothesis relating to the process of
proximalization
To explain why the distal cells obey a rule of
proximalization and build the intercalary structure,
we consider the following facts. (1) In Carausius,
distal epidermis has a greater growth potential than
proximal epidermis. (2) The importance of growth
potential in the development of structures is particu-
larly clear in Drosophila. In a mosaic with normal
cells, slow-growing mutant cells {Minutes) may be
eliminated during growth (Morata & Ripoll, 1975;
Simpson & Morata, 1981). In intercalary regener-
ation, in Drosophila, Adler & Bryant (1977) demon-
strated, using associations of irradiated anterior tis-
sues with normal posterior ones, that 'the posterior
tissue was able to regenerate anterior structures more
frequently and more extensively than when two
similar nonirradiated fragments were used'. They
'interpret this as being due to the fact that only the

posterior cells are able to divide and fill in the
positional field by intercalation'. (3) Similarly, Kiehle
& Schubiger (1985) observed for leg discs 'that not
only did the anterior cells divide more vigorously than
the posterior cells, but also that under the same
experimental conditions, anterior cells can regener-
ate whereas cells of the posterior compartment do
not'.

Therefore, we consider that the difference of
growth potential in Carausius results in the preferen-
tial participation of distal cells in intercalary regener-
ation as they become more proximal before proximal
cells can become more distal.

Such a proposal must however be considered in
relation to the apparent distoproximal progressive
differentiation within intercalary structures. Does
this differentiation mean that proximalization would
also be progressive? If it were the case, it would be
difficult to imagine how proximal tissues could be
prevented from distalizing. So, to explain our results,
we prefer to consider that differences in positional
information are very diminished (perhaps eliminated)
as distal cells become rapidly proximalized, so that
proximal cells are surrounded by positional values
which do not stimulate distalization. Now, how can
this result in distoproximal differentiation? Our pres-
ent knowledge about the mechanism of intercalation
is rather speculative. For example, Anderson &
French (1985) consider four possibilities which may
all explain present observations on transverse inter-
calation. Here we just propose that the initial proxi-
malization leaves some gaps in positional values
within the small blastema built at the junction. These
gaps could be rather small in the most distal part and
rather large in the most proximal part. Anyhow, as
growth proceeds more quickly in distal parts, intercal-
ation would soon cease in these parts and full differ-
entiation would be expressed rather rapidly. On the
contrary, intercalation would persist in the most
proximal part and delay differentiation (Fig. 25).

Clearly, in intercalation, positional information is
modified in distal cells. It is disputed whether, in
insects, respecification requires DNA synthesis (Bes-
son-Lavoignet & Delachambre, 1981), but it is gener-
ally accepted that it is linked with mitosis, although
this may not be necessary in some cases (Adler, 1981,
1984). Proximalization may occur if distal cells enter
into a phase of lability of positional information
before proximal cells. Today, available data about
some position-related timing of DNA synthesis or
mitosis and differential growth rates are rather lim-
ited in heterometabolous insects (Guillaume, 1961;
Lawrence, 1968). In Drosophila, for the wing disk,
results are inconsistent: uniformity of spatial distri-
bution of mitosis (James & Bryant, 1981) or of cells in
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(i) 30 55 80 100
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40 65 75
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S-phase (Adler & MacQueen, 1984) versus nonuni-
form growth (O'Brochta & Bryant, 1985), a result
already observed in Calliphora (Vijverberg, 1973,
1974). In larval legs, such studies lack and appear
necessary.

100

Fig. 25. Suggestion for the gradual
formation of an intercalary regenerate
following association of a proximal
segment level (20) with a distal one (80).
(i) Proximalization in the base of the
distal part giving positional values 30 and
55 and simultaneously normal growth
between 80 and 100. (ii) The proximal
part, reacting slowly, undergoes some
distalization (positional value 25) and
simultaneously, intercalation continues
distally (values 60 and 70).
(iii) Simultaneous slow intercalation of
proximal (40) and more rapid
intercalation of distal values (65-75).
During (ii) and (iii), normal high levels of
growth have occurred between 80 and
100.
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Conclusion

(1) In leg regenerates, there is a proximodistal differ-
ence in growth rate within the epidermis of the two
successive segments, femur and tibia. Particularly,
the distal one fifth grows 1-5-2 times faster than the
proximal one fifth.

(2) There is also a segmental proximodistal gradi-
ent of differentiation in femur and tibia similar to the
one known in larval legs. Joining different levels in
the gradient triggers an intercalary morphogenesis,
usually unsegmented but sometimes segmented. The
length of the intercalary unsegmented structure is
roughly correlated with the degree of discontinuity.

(3) In most cases, association of a proximal level
stump and distal level graft seems to provoke slightly
greater growth in the stump and triggers much greater
growth in the graft.

(4) In most cases, intercalation occurs by a process
of proximalization, the distal cells becoming more
proximal, presumably adopting nearly the positional
value of the proximal cells that they join.

(5) During proximalization, femoral cells do not
impose femoral differentiation on tibial cells: there is
no 'dominance'.

(6) To explain the facts, we propose the following
hypothesis: distal cells are able to become more
proximal before proximal ones can become more
distal. This ability would result from distal cells going
through a phase of lability of positional information
before proximal cells.

Resume

La differentiation 6pidermique proximo-distale de
re'ge'ne'rats de pattes a 6fe e'tudie'e en associant des
niveaux (proximal, moyen, distal) de femurs et/ou de
tibias pro- et m6tathoraciques, avec ou sans disconti-
nuife. Les r6sultats ont 6t6 6tudi6s quantitativement
(taux de croissance des parties assocides et des
structures intercalates non segmenfees) et qualitat-
ivement (nature, longueur et polarife des structures
intercalaires). En absence de discontinuity, aucune
structure intercalate n'est forme'e mais une crois-
sance differentielle a 6fe observde, le l/5e distal des
segments s'allongeant de 1,5 a 2 fois plus que le l/5e
proximal. En cas de discontinuity, des structures
intercalaires non segment6es sont form6es a partir du
fragment distal. A proximife du fragment proximal,
ces structures pr6sentent des caracteres proximaux
(proximalisation). Dans ce processus, le femur n'ex-
prime aucune dominance vis a vis du tibia: en aucun
cas des cellules tibiales distales ne donnent naissance
a des cellules femorales proximales. Dans un certain
nombre de cas, les structures intercalaires sont
pourvues d'une articulation partielle ou complete. Le
caractere segmenfe ou non de la structure intercalaire
n'a pas de relation dvidente avec le de"roulement
apparent de la cicatrisation. Pour expliquer la proxi-
malisation, a titre d'hypothese, nous consid6rons que
les cellules distales deviendraient proximales avant
que les proximales ne deviennent distales: en raison
d'une croissance plus rapide, elles passeraient les
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premieres par une periode ou l'information de
position serait labile.
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